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ABSTRACT 

 

Space Link Extension (SLE) is a set of recommended standards for mission cross support developed by 

the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS).  The SLE recommendations define 

protocols for extending the space link from ground terminals to other facilities deeper within a ground 

network, allowing distributed access to space link telecommand and telemetry services.  The SLE 

protocols are widely used to provide cross support between sites, programs, and agencies. 

 

Traditional SLE protocol implementations have been limited in their ability to support high data rates and 

large numbers of concurrent service instances.  Such limited solutions were sufficient to support the needs 

of spacecraft health and status or older, low-rate science data.  More recent missions, however, have 

required significantly increased data rates on both uplink and downlink paths, necessitating a new 

approach to SLE implementation. 

 

This paper discusses the design principles involved in implementing the SLE protocols in support of high 

channel and aggregate mission data rates, with particular focus on the tradeoffs necessary to provide SLE 

link capability at sustained single-channel rates above 1 Gigabit per second.  The paper addresses 

significant performance bottlenecks in the conventional SLE protocol stack and proposes potential 

mitigation strategies for them. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Space Link Extension (SLE) is a set of recommended standards for mission cross support developed by 

the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS).  The SLE recommendations define 

protocols for extending the space link from ground terminals to other facilities deeper within a ground 

network, allowing distributed access to space link telecommand and telemetry services.  The SLE 

protocols are widely used to provide cross support between sites, programs, and agencies. 

 

A number of implementations of the SLE protocols exist, including both the initial reference 

implementations created by space agencies such as NASA and ESA, as well as several commercial 

implementations created by individual equipment vendors, or adapted from the reference implementations 

into an integrated commercial product. 



 

A common limitation of these various implementations has been their ability to sustain data flow at high 

rates.  While early implementations were well-suited to transporting spacecraft commands and 

housekeeping or health and status telemetry – which typically have aggregate rates in the sub-Megabit 

range – using them for higher-rate data streams such as mission science data or audio/video uplinks and 

downlinks has traditionally proved challenging.   

 

Historically, many implementations were unable to reliably transport data at rates higher than 20 to 30 

Mbps, which proved unsatisfactory to the designers of newer missions with data rate requirements in the 

hundreds of Megabits or even Gigabits.  There was not, however, any fundamental reason why the SLE 

protocols themselves could not sustain such rates; rather, the limitation was inherent in the 

implementations of those protocols. 

 

STARTING POINT 

 

In discussing the optimization of an implementation of the SLE protocols, it is important to first define 

the performance of the implementation prior to those optimizations having been made.  In doing so, it is 

useful to consider the origin of the implementation. 

 

There are two common approaches to implementing the SLE protocols: integrating and adapting an 

existing implementation – typically one of several available agency reference implementations – or 

creating an entirely new implementation based on the applicable CCSDS recommended best practices [2].  

In general, there does not appear to be a significant correlation between the performance of existing 

implementations and their origin; certain reference-derived implementations are capable of higher data 

rates than certain ground-up implementations, and vice versa. 

 

In practice, however, using a reference implementation as a basis for achieving very high SLE data rates 

is problematic, for two key reasons: 

 

(1) While there is no significant correlation between origin and performance in existing 

implementations, no existing implementation is capable of performing at the desired data rates.  

Merely by examining the results of implementation performance testing, is impossible to 

conclusively determine whether this is due merely to a lack of sufficient optimization, or whether 

some fundamental limitation exists in existing implementations that prevents them from being 

able to achieve such rates. 

 

(2) Most existing implementations were developed, at a minimum, several years ago – and were 

themselves often based on even earlier prototypes and reference implementations.  In the vast 

majority of cases, these implementations do not use newer libraries and programming language 

features, and thus cannot take advantage of more recent developments within the software 

industry.  This is particularly significant with regard to existing implementation performance on 

multi-core and multi-processor systems; most existing implementations predate the widespread 

adoption of such platforms, and are not necessarily well-suited to operate within the constraints 

imposed by them. 



 

It was therefore determined that the better approach in optimizing SLE to achieve multi-Gigabit data rates 

would be to begin with a new, ground-up implementation, in order to take advantage of newer software 

methodologies and components.  In developing such an implementation, Ingenicomm closely followed 

the applicable CCSDS recommendations [2–5]; the resulting CGS-SLE software was initially capable of 

sustained data transfers at 60 Mbps.  This served as a starting point for further optimization. 

 

OPTIMIZATION 

 

There are several key areas for optimization of software intended to support data processing at multi-

Gigabit rates which are fundamentally independent of the precise nature of the SLE protocol stack.  These 

optimizations lie primarily in three aspects of the software: 

 

(1) Memory management, including both allocation and de-allocation strategies as a general 

methodology, as well as specific performance overhead associated with in-memory manipulation 

of data moving through the system. 

 

(2) Inter-component data transfer, including the various performance overheads involved in moving 

high volumes of data between individual software components, objects, and functions. 

 

(3) Library structure, particularly the performance impacts associated with the use of various static 

and dynamic library types and calling conventions. 

 

Each of these areas is applicable to an implementation of the SLE protocols, particularly given the 

complex functional interface definitions recommended by the standard SLE API specifications; and 

optimizations were required in each area before the software framework would sustain multi-Gigabit data 

rates.  While it is impractical to describe each individual optimization, a number of broad conclusions can 

be drawn: 

 

(1) There is considerable performance overhead associated with copying data from one memory 

location to another; this overhead is further exacerbated in multi-core and multi-processor 

systems because of the relatively slower transfer rates between different cores’ individual caches, 

and between individual processors’ memory banks.  It is therefore beneficial to minimize the 

need for such copies.   

 

(2) A number of methods exist for reducing the copying required as data moves through the 

processing chain; one approach that was particularly helpful was pre-allocating pad space before 

and after each data block, so that data manipulation involving the addition of pre- and post-amble 

segments could be performed without moving the block in memory. 

 

(3) Similarly, it is important to avoid unnecessary movement of individual execution threads between 

processor cores, and especially between physical processors, since the inter-processor bus speeds 

are in many cases insufficient to allow data to be copied at the necessary rates.  Setting per-thread 

processor affinities was a moderately successful tactic; however, using it required implementing 



additional logic to predict the number of threads necessary at any given time and assigning the 

affinities accordingly. 

 

(4) There are certain performance overhead factors involved with function calls into and out of 

shared or dynamically-linked libraries which are not present in calls within the same library, or 

between statically-linked libraries.  Reducing or eliminating the reliance of the implementation on 

shared library objects – particularly in the case of commonly-used functions – led to noticeable 

increases in overall throughput performance. 

 

In addition to the general optimization areas, a number of necessary optimizations were related to the 

specific structure of the SLE protocol stack, which is shown Figure 1.  The majority of these 

optimizations involve the layers of the SLE Proxy, and particularly the Data Encoding Layer (DEL) and 

the Transport Mapping Layer (TML). 
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Figure 1: Major layers of the SLE protocol stack.  The majority of performance bottlenecks  
are associated with the SLE Proxy layers of the stack. 

 

In particular, two areas of optimization within the protocol stack produced significant benefits for the 

overall throughput performance of the software: 

 

(1) The SLE API specifications include a significant number of objects that must be manipulated in 

the course of processing each SLE_PDU.  Many of these objects do not need to be retained once 



the PDU is processed; however, there are significant performance costs associated with creating 

and destroying them on demand.  Reusing certain objects from operation to operation was found 

to result in noticeable performance improvements; this is particularly the case with objects which 

are manipulated multiple times within the processing sequence for each PDU. 

 

(2) A significant bottleneck to overall SLE protocol performance is the behavior of the host OS 

network stack and the mechanisms used to access it; even if the higher layers of the SLE protocol 

stack are capable of processing SLE_PDUs at very high throughput rates, the system as a whole 

cannot sustain such rates if the data cannot be transmitted across the network to the counterpart 

SLE protocol entity.  In particular, the default behavior of most OS network stacks is not 

necessarily effectively configured for multi-Gigabit rates, so adjustments must be made as part of 

the SLE Proxy TML access to the applicable OS network functions. 

 

RESULTS 

 

When performed in combination, the various optimization strategies described in the preceding section 

were successful in increasing the aggregate throughput performance of the CGS-SLE library to sustain 

multi-Gigabit transfer rates.  An example of service performance following the conclusion of these 

optimizations is given in the table below; the service used is SLE Return All Frames (RAF), and the host 

platform uses an Intel Xeon E5-2640 six-core CPU with a nominal clock frequency of 2.5 GHz. 

 

Table 1: Results of SLE RAF performance testing after optimization.  Effective data rates of 3+ Gbps  
can be achieved with a reasonable transfer buffer aggregation strategy. 

Frame Size 

(Bytes) 

Frames per SLE_PDU SLE_PDU Data Size 

(Bytes) 

Effective Data Rate 

1024 10 10240 3.05 Gbps 

1024 20 20480 4.20 Gbps 

1024 40 40960 4.21 Gbps 

 

The aggregation of individual frames into SLE_PDUs is a significant factor in performance when the 

frame/PDU ratio is low; however, once the aggregation count is increased to a reasonable minimum of 5 – 

10 frames per buffer, performance increases due to further increases become marginal.  Instead, overall 

throughput performance is consistent at 3+ Gbps regardless of the selected aggregation strategy. 

 

Similar results were observed for each of the other SLE transfer services. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The implementation and optimization strategies presented here proved effective in building an 

implementation of the SLE protocols capable of sustaining multi-Gigabit data rates.  This success 

suggests that SLE services continue to be a viable mechanism for inter-agency cross support for newer, 

higher-rate missions, and particularly for the latest generation of earth observation and imagery missions 

with rate requirements at 3.2 Gbps or higher. 
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